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Today approximately half a million people are employed in security roles in the private
security sector, and the security industry contributes approximately £6 billion to the
economy of the UK. It works closely with the Police service and provides many of the
non-core functions that were previously undertaken by police officers but for which police
powers are unnecessary; for example some Constabularies now use civilian security firms
for Crime Scene Management.
I would like to introduce you to Black Watch Tactical Ltd, specialising in Security, Risk
Management & Tactical Solutions for the Commercial Sector.
We offer comprehensive, efficient and cost-effective High Profile Security & Services to meet
your critical needs and, as a Security Consultancy, we have gained a wealth of experience
providing security to the Private and Corporate Sectors, with the quality of service and the
right attitude to deal with any situation, by understanding what clients require in protecting
their assets and acting when the time is right.
Good management ensures that clients are provided with the right type of bespoke security,
including personnel of high calibre, delivering the best solutions for their needs. This will
establish and develop the most effective, highly flexible responsive unit to cover their risk
when they need it the most.
The first impression a client expects, whether that client is a private individual or a business
owner, is of a smart, well trained Crime Prevention Tactical Officer (CPTO) who can deal
with any situation: protecting Government Buildings, Airports, Power Stations, Fuel
Refineries, Commercial Premises; indeed anywhere there is a need for high quality security
protection that can be deployed anywhere across the UK, Europe and beyond.
By thinking outside the box, BWT will offer, cost effective solutions designed for your
business, without cutting the level of service for Key Holding, Mobile Response, Mobile
Patrols, 24 Hour Emergency Response (CPTO) & Man Guarding.
Providing a service that holds a KEY is one thing, but, what if we could offer Unlimited
Response to Alarm Activations and, if an alarm was not activated in the contracted year,
refund 50% of the service charge when the contract renews for less than £1.00 per day?
Now, isn't that much more interesting?
This is just one of the cost effective solutions we can offer your business.
If you have any questions or would like the opportunity to invest in your FUTURE with BWT
please email w.blance@blackwatch-tactical.co.uk info@blackwatchtactical.co.uk

